ASIA
Ja pa n
We pair the finest Ryokans and Kaiseki
cuisine with private instruction in sushi
making, gold leafing and meditation,
visits to the world's largest fish market
and escapes to Mount Fuji and nearby
islands. Our tailor-made adventures in

cAPTIvATE,
InSPIRE AnD
THRIll

Japan offer a unique look at the nation's
extraordinary crossroads of history and
modernity, sophisticated handicraft,
utopian landscape, fierce tradition and
amazing gastronomy.

THE GETAWAY
Looking for luxury and adventure? The boys of Epic Road,
a boutique travel company, share some of their favourite escapes

FOUNDERS MARK LAKIN & MARC
CHAFIIAN EXPLAIN WHY EPIC ROAD
IS THE WAY TO GO WHEN IT COMES
TO CULTURAL EXPERIENCES WITH
A TWIST

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Epic Road's overarching vision is to
use luxury leisure travel as a vehicle
to elevate consciousness. We pair the
finest luxury hotels with extraordinary
immersive experiences that will quench
the most avid of traveller’s wanderlust.

AFRICA
Ser e nge t i

We help our clients discover our planet's
best-kept secrets and hidden treasures.

Stand witness to the greatest migration

We are strong advocates of wildlife

of mammals on the planet across the vast

preservation and a hand up rather than

expanse of the Serengeti plains viewable

a hand out for those less fortunate.

on foot, open 4x4 or hot air balloon. Come

We pride ourselves on creating mind-

thrillingly close to majestic lions, elephants,

expansive and life-altering travel. For

zebra, giraffes, hippos and wildebeests,

us, luxury travel isn't just about single

stay in some of the most lavish safari

malt scotches and high thread counts,

lodges on the planet, experience the

it's coming face-to-face with The Big

surrounding beauty from your private
veranda, pool and outdoor shower, sleep
under unobstructed star-filled skies and
truly have the trip of a lifetime.

5, seeing the sunset and star-speckled

ARCTIC
Our signature Northern Lights travel is the
perfect way to see the Aurora Borealis.
Chase the green and purple hues by

ANTARCTICA
The 7th Continent, the single most
dramatic, spectacular and untouched

with whale sharks and conserving sea

landscape on the planet – an absolute

turtles, rhinos and elephants; it's luxury

snowcat, dogsled or on foot and pair this

must for any true world traveller. Watch

exhilarating experience with sensational

pods of killer whales hunt, marvel at the

skiing, snow mobile safaris and ice cave

sky from the other side of the world,
experiencing a tribe's heritage, diving

sheer size of blue whales as they swim

explorations. Exhaust yourself with Arctic

up to your zodiac, visit beaches teeming

activities during the day and relax with the

with hundreds of thousands of curious

re-defined.

TRANSFORMATIVE
TRAVEL
Epic Road has created a new genre

finest hotels at night - many of which feature

penguins, and do all of this from

of travel - 'Transformative Travel' -

award-winning bars and spas, roll-off roofs,

the most luxurious ships known

exceptional journeys that will inspire,

outdoor infinity pools and gourmet cuisine.

to mankind.

captivate and thrill. We believe that travel
can power massive positive change in

INDIAN OCEAN
Seychelles
A stunning archipelago of 115 pristine
islands scattered across the impossibly
blue Indian Ocean - the ultimate

new perspective and galvanize leaders.
If our clients simply go and return as
they were before, we haven't done
our job - we encourage people to pair

destination for an exclusive honeymoon,

romantic trips and family travel with

a romantic rendezvous or a family

short punctuated thought-provoking

retreat. Soak up the sun, the spectacular

experiences. This makes for a far more

mountain views, crystal clear waters and

rewarding experience, poignant memories

crescent shaped white powder beaches,

and sparks a fire from within to transform

and let us arrange for you to work with

the way we think and the way we treat the

world-renowned scientists to help
conserve native Giant Aldabra Tortoises
and Sea Turtles.
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the world; it has the ability to elevate
awareness, evoke true empathy, offer a

. sur la terre . life .

Earth, its people, and animals.

www.epicroad.com

